




design for your intelligent home
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brushed brass

sentido
brushed brass



design for your intelligent home

Our products are designed to keep things simple, intuitive and elegant, 
both in its form and in its function. 

Reduced to its essence but always to improve the comfort of the modern home. They blend with 
your interior design and outdoor architecture thanks to their uniform design language.

Precision-machined with premium finishes and handmade with love in Belgium.
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Basalte Home, the future of the modern home

Imagine. At the slightest touch the room dims to the right 
scene, music starts playing, the temperature rises and the 
curtains close. Ready for a cosy evening. The integration of 
all these functions in an intelligent and user-friendly system 
is Basalte Home, the future of the modern home. 

The minimalist look of our products and the use of high-
quality materials and finishes result in a timeless design for 
the intelligent home.

WELCOME HOME
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your home,
at the slightest touch
In your Basalte Home everything is exactly the way you want. 
From lighting, music and entertainment to climate and security, 
personalise your home down to the finest details and control it all 
with a gentle touch of your app, keypads and design remote.
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LIGHTS & SHADES

set the scene

We believe lighting control should be simple, intuitive and easily 
accessible. 

With Basalte Home, you create scenes to automate frequent  
actions for everyday situations like ‘morning’, ‘relax’ and ‘dinner’.

A gentle touch on your design keypads or a single tap on the 
app is enough to set the scene: the lights dim and the shades 
go down. Ready to relax!

fibonacci
brushed nickel



eve plus air with iPad air 4
brushed black

eve plus table base
brushed brass
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chopin
brushed brass

intelligent design
Simply control lights, scenes, shades, music and more at 
the slightest touch.



sentido
satin white

lisa
satin white
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miro
brushed black

always there for you
Back home after a busy day? Miro, our remote control, is your 
companion for this evening. Easily turn on the tv, fill the room 
with music, simply set the scene. Or open Basalte Home on your 
iPad, touch panel or smartphone, choose what suits you best. 
Wherever your are, your intelligent home is only a tap away!



lena
brushed brass



bob manders architecture - cafeïne



Charles Eames

who ever said that pleasure 
wasn’t functional

eve curve
black

eve air with iPad air 4
satin white
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ellie
brushed nickel

CLIMATE

set the ideal temperature

Control the heating, cooling and even lighting from your 
intelligent thermostat. Thanks to integrated sensors, our keypads 
automatically measure the temperature and ensure the ideal 
home climate any time of the day!

With our app and Lisa, Ellie, Lena and Deseo touch panels; you 
have a full overview of your home climate. With intuitive set point 
control and planners for when you’re at home and away.



deseo
bronze

comf domotics - dries de malsche - cafeïne
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ellie
brushed brass

MUSIC

harmonises with your daily routines

Music shapes how we see the world. That is why we bring it 
to the heart of the most important place in life: home.

Your favourite playlists, radio stations and even old-school 
record player are only a tap away with our Basalte app and 
controls such as Miro, Ellie, ...

Easily set the mood with comfort scenes that include your 
favourite music, such as ‘party’ and ‘dinner’.



aalto D4
brushed brass

sentido
brushed brass
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aalto D3
brushed brass

aalto D4
brushed brass

aalto B2
brushed brass



miro
brushed black 21

set the scene
Music has the power to set the mood anytime. That’s why we 
made it possible to integrate your favourite songs or radio 
stations into comfort scenes like ‘welcome home’, ‘work out’ or 
‘dinner party’. The room instantly transforms with a single tap on 
your keypad, remote or touch panel.



perfectionist
Music that sounds like the artist intended, while beautifully 
blending into the decor. That is the purpose of our top-quality 
design speakers. Precision machined from high-quality finishes 
for acoustic perfection.
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lisa
brushed brass

let me entertain you
Whether you’re with family or friends, we let you entertain with 
ease. Personalise music in any room, turn on the party scene with 
just one touch and stream HD video. Easily set the mood for any 
occasion.
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25miro
brushed black

universal, intuitive and elegant 
it’s the only remote you’ll ever need
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ellie
brushed aluminium

SECURITY

peace of mind

Comfort is all about feeling safe. We designed 
Basalte Home to safeguard you and those around you. 

See who’s at the door and what’s going on around the house. 
Maintain control anytime and decide who can do what.

Access your Basalte Home from anywhere around the world in a 
secure and reliable way. 

Just feel at home, feel safe and comforted.
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you’re in control
Give custom access to family, staff and guests thanks to different 
user profiles in the app.

George Jane kids guest

eve plus sleeve with iPad 10.2”
brushed black



fibonacci
brushed nickel

THE FINISHING TOUCH

blend in or stand out

Our products share the same uniform design and elegant 
finishes to blend in with every interior or stand out as a true 
design statement.
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brushed aluminium

fer forgé grey

bronze

brushed volcanic grey

fer forgé gunmetal

brushed nickel

brushed black

fer forgé bronze

brushed brass

satin white

fer forgé rosé

rosé

aluminium collection

classic collection

fer forgé collection



aalto B2
brushed brass

miro
brushed black

plano R5
brushed brass

it’s a match
Our design speakers’ cabinets are available in a selection of 
signature metal finishes to match your interior design and other 
products.

For our speaker front cover, you can choose from a handpicked 
palette of top quality fabrics by Gabriel and Kvadrat.
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light blue

Gabriel collection

Kvadrat collection

light grey

havana browngreige

bronze grey

purple

neon green

deep red

ocean blue

everglade green

soft orange

soft green

misty blue

dark grey

dark green

dark blue
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OUR STORY
Basalte was founded in 2008 with a mission to unite high-quality design and intuitive smart home 
technology. A unique combination that remains a fundamental part of our DNA. We want to keep 
things simple and elegant, both in form and function. We are proud to say that our minimalistic 
product range won over 50 renowned design awards.  

Our  multifunctional design keypads, refined speakers and elegant iPad mounts can be found in the 
most luxurious projects all over the world. Pushing towards the limits of perfection, we strive to reshape 
the way people live by making everyday actions easier and bringing true comfort to your home.  

All products are meticulously designed and handmade with love in Belgium. 



solid as a rock
Beautiful and natural on the outside. 
Solid, strong and multi-layered on the inside.

Like the rock from which Basalte takes its name, we are 
determined to create timeless products of outstanding durability.

Reduced to its essence, what remains is pure elegance.
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passion, dedication and 
true craftsmanship

We believe that the most exclusive materials and fabrics should 
be treated by craftspeople with a passion for their work. 

All our products are designed down to the finest details and 
handcrafted in-house. 



© basalte 2023 - V3.1
Basalte is a registered trademark of basalte bv. 
All other tradenames & trademarks are property of their respective owners. 
Pictures shown are indicative only. Colours and finishes may differ from the actual product.

basalte inc
530 7th avenue - suite 902
10018 new york
usa
t +1 646 461 2190

www.basalte.us
info@basalte.us



handmade with     in Belgium



www.basalte.us
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